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New approach to project development

Apply innovative ideas and lessons 
learned to streamline project delivery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the ST3 Plan was approved by voters, agency staff prepared the System Expansion Implementation Plan (or SEIP) identifying Strategic Initiatives for project delivery.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SEIP also identifies a number tools in the form of agreements and concurrence documents (such as term sheets) that can be used to improve collaboration with our partner agencies, particularly those with permitting authority over Sound Transit Projects. The strategy is to build relationships early in project development and to identify specific commitments and mutual understandings as the projects progress. Today you have actions regarding partnering agreements and reimbursement strategies. Sometimes they are combined agreements and sometimes they are separate –it just depends on what is best for the project. The action I am presenting today is a combined partnering and reimbursement agreement with King County Metro. This partnership establishes expectations regarding roles and responsibilities and key decision points during project development of the projects identified in the ST3 Plan, and how to document common understandings between Sound Transit and Metro. It also establishes a system to reimburse Metro staff through task orders.



Partner Reimbursement Strategy
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Why?

• To provide 
permitting and/or 
technical services

• Complex project
• Negotiated permit 

fees (does not 
duplicate permit 
fees)

• Enable partner 
jurisdictions and 
agencies ability to 
dedicate consistent 
staffing

How?
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• Partnering or 

Development 
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• Use task orders if 
multiple phases

Task Orders

• New strategy
• Terms & conditions 

established in 
master agreement

• Task Orders 
provide scope, 
schedule, budget 
by phase

• Task Orders follow 
Board delegation of 
authority for 
approval

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to talk a little bit more about our reimbursement strategy. In some cases, reimbursement for partner staff participation may benefit the project – this can be the case when a project has complex permitting or technical considerations and it is necessary to engage partner staff beyond standard governmental interactions. We might also negotiate a reimbursement agreement during the permitting phase if we have negotiated an expedited permitting process or development agreement. Reimbursement also enables a partner jurisdiction to provide consistent staffing to a project.Partner reimbursements may take different forms: Stand-alone agreements called “City services” or “Project Administration” agreement or reimbursement may be incorporated into a partnering agreement or development agreement. The form it takes is very dependent on the project and partner needs.Sound Transit recently started using a master agreement and task order system as a way to manage reimbursement budgets through different phases of the projects. Each task order provides a detailed scope schedule and budget, and follows the Board delegation of authority for approval.My proposed action is seeking approval to execute a partnering agreement with King County Metro and to also execute an initial Task Order under that agreement to reimburse Metro for the equivalent of two full time employees for the 2018-2019 biennium. 



King County Transit Integration Partnership
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Designated Representatives

Scope, Schedule, Budget
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Project Concurrence Activities

Coordination on Planned Projects

Station Planning Activities

Staffing Reimbursement Task Orders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designated rep: Forum for early resolution of issuesScope Schedule and Budget:Complete project within ST3 schedule and budgetIf requests to increase scope, identify scope reductions elsewhere/local contributionsProject Definition:Start with ST3 representative project as basis to investigate other reasonable alternatives to be studiedConceptual METRO CONNECTS 2040 bus network considered with ST3 representative projectCollaborate early on evaluation of reasonable alternatives and identification of transit integration assumptionsProject Concurrence Activities;Establishes expectations to document key decisions throughout project developmentCoordination of Planned projectsCoordinate on planned projects within the project area, including King County Metro future plans and initiativesResolve conflicts as early as possibleStation Planning:Develop process to document station planning activities assumptions and decisionsStaffingThis action also approves Task Order 1Reimbursement for the equivalent of two FTE for the 2018-2019 biennium



ST3 PLANNING:  Authorized Project Allocation $52.6M
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next two slides provide a graphical representation of the project’s current status with respect to its baseline budget and contractual commitments as well as today’s action.  It is important to remember that the chart is illustrative and is not to scale. This first slide illustrates the status of the ST3 planning project. The project has a program budget of $52.6M represented by the vertical bar on the left-hand side of the slide. The entire bar is highlighted in green indicating that the Board has approved budget for the entire program.  On the right-hand side, each box represents contract commitments by phase. Of the $52.6M baseline budget there is $29.7M yet to be committed. 



ST3 PLANNING:  Board Approves Contract $1M
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Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates today’s action.  The yellow box highlights a partnership agreement with King County Metro to provide project development support services for the ST3 planning program for $946K – reducing the uncommitted budget to $28.7M. Today’s actions are within the authorized program allocation and sufficient monies remain after approval of these actions to fund the remaining planning activities as contained in the current cost estimates.
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